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Action potential of the day 
Re-use a cotton T-shirt, save the world. 
You’ll save 2,650 litres of water (that’s 22 bathtubs full). For one t-shirt! 
You’ll keep 150 grams of pesticides off the field. That’s just one t-shirt’s worth! 
Click here for some more details on the impact of t-shirts. 

What to do with those outgrown or outloved souvenirs? If they’re too stained or worn to pass along to 
another user, compost ‘em (cut out the plasticky logos and synthetic labels first) or turn ‘em into yarn 
for a coaster (or if you have enough shirts, you could carpet your house). 
 
Teaching  

Looking for S/SR content for your courses? 
Thirty-Five Years of Research on Business and the Natural Environment. Part 2: The 75 
Seminal Articles of the Field by Andrew J. Hoffman of the University of Michigan lists the 75 
most-cited articles on the topic of Business and the Natural Environment, ranked by 

normalized citations per year. Those articles with a higher normalized rank than absolute rank may be 
considered to be up and coming relative to their peer set (presuming their citation trend continues). 
...The first article, in Nature in 1997, caused quite a stir when the authors determined a value for nature 
estimated at between $16 and $54 trillion per year, with a likely figure of at least $33 trillion. 
...Remaining near the top of the list are seemingly classic articles by Michael Porter and Milton 
Friedman. 

Part One of Dr. Hoffman’s three-part series tabulates the academic journals that publish the most 
articles on business and the natural environment (BNE). Thirty-six journals accounted for 56% of all BNE 
articles published and those that published the most BNE research were the Journal of Industrial 
Ecology, Academy of Management Journal, Business Strategy & the Environment, Strategic Management 
Journal, Academy of Management Review and Organization & Environment. 

The database of 800 articles that Dr. Hoffman compiled is available via his website. Go to "Publications 
and Research," then "Blogs" and then click on the link for "Thirty-Five Years of Research on Business and 
the Natural Environment. Part 3." 

Organizational legitimacy 
Does it matter if your company gets kicked off the Dow Jones Sustainability Index?  
“...firms with higher market legitimacy benefit less from increased social legitimacy and 
lose less from decreased social legitimacy,” according to a paper by Olga Hawn, Aaron 

Chatterji and Will Mitchell (2011). 
 
Women in business 
Research shows that business does better, nations govern better, and impact happens faster when 
women represent at least one-third of the voices at the table. The concept, called the 30-percent 
solution, took hold at the United Nations Conference on the Status of Women in 1995 — five years 
before some Gen Y women were even born. More on women in business here. 
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